Healthcare company introduces new family of Waterproof Keyboards at the
HIMSS show in Chicago, IL (Booth #6019)
Jacksonville, FL April 7, 2009 – Seal Shield LLC today announced the Medical Grade
family of Washable Keyboards. Computer keyboards have been shown to be a major
source of bacteria and viruses in hospitals and other shared work environments.
According to Dr. Charles Gerba, University of Arizona, “the average keyboard harbors
400 times more bacteria than the average toilet seat.”
The Medical Grade Keyboards from SEAL
SHIELD are easy to clean. They are
manufactured with SEAL SKIN high grade
silicone which is 100% latex free and resistant
to contamination. Unlike other keyboards, the
SEAL SHIELD Medical Grade Keyboards are fully
submersible and manufactured to IP-68
specifications. They can be disinfected with
healthcare grade sprays and wipes or washed in a sink or dishwasher. Regular
cleaning can help prevent the spread of germs, viruses, bacteria and fungi which are
known to harbor on frequently touched surfaces.
The SEAL SHIELD Medical Grade family of keyboards includes several diverse models
for varied applications. The new SEAL GLOW keyboard features a soft blue backlight,
ideal for dark conditions, while the SEAL GLOW TOUCH (pictured above) incorporates
a touchpad for an All-In-One solution. Other new All-In-One solutions include the
SEAL TOUCH Keyboard with touchpad and SEAL PUP Mini Keyboard with SEAL POINT
pointing device. All of the new Medical Grade Keyboards from SEAL SHIELD feature
the company’s exclusive QUICK CONNECT feature which allows the keyboards to be
easily disconnected for cleaning. The SEAL TOUCH and SEAL PUP keyboards feature
the addition of SILVER SEAL Protection.
SILVER SEAL Protection is an antimicrobial additive which protects the products from
mold, mildew and microbial bacteria. Unlike many antibacterial products, SILVER
SEAL utilizes natural, pure silver ions which are embedded in the high grade SEAL
SKIN silicone to create a safe, effective, inorganic, antimicrobial solution. SILVER
SEAL Protection has been shown to safely inhibit microbial growth and reduce the
spread of odor causing bacteria.
“The new Medical Grade family of keyboards makes Seal Shield a one-stop source for
all infection control input device needs in healthcare organizations worldwide,
regardless of the application,” states Seal Shield CEO, Brad Whitchurch. “Our Patent
Pending technology and industry leading R&D allows Seal Shield to offer the most
complete, effective and economical solutions for hospital infection control.”

About Seal Shield LLC:
Seal Shield designs, develops and manufactures medical grade washable computer
keyboards, mice and TV remote controls for the international healthcare industry and
consumer electronics markets. The products are distributed internationally by CDW,
Corporate Express, DELL, Insight, PC Connection and other reseller and retail
partners. For further information and product specifications, please visit
www.SealShield.com.
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For more information, contact:
Scott Filion, VP US Sales, at 1-87-SEAL-SHIELD x 105 (U.S. toll free) or at
scott@sealshield.com.
Tom Mullaney, VP International Sales, at 1-87-SEAL-SHIELD x 104 (U.S. toll free) or
at tom@sealshield.com.
Scott Hayden, Director of Channel Sales, at 1-87-SEALSHIELD x 107 (U.S. toll free)
or at shayden@sealshield.com.

